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ART, CULTURE & HISTORY PAPER
The woman who led the MIT lab that built flight software for NASA's Apollo program. The man who
1
founded Ontario's fifth-largest city by population. What surname do they share?
2

Alice serves as Chairwoman of the Board of the Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art in
Bentonville, Arkansas. What is Alice's surname?

3

Common surnames in the Pitcairn Islands include Young, McCoy, Adams, and (most notably) Christian,
reflecting the islanders' descendance from participants in what 1789 event?

4

The Historic Inner City of Paramaribo is one of two UNESCO World Heritage sites in which
predominantly Dutch-speaking country?

5

The National First Ladies Library is housed in the Canton, Ohio, childhood home of Ida Saxton, who
lived there from 1847 until her 1871 marriage to what future US president?

6

What comes between stone and iron in the archaeological three-age system described by 19th century
historian Christian Jürgensen Thomsen?
Perhaps the earliest recorded destruction of one of these occurred in Xianyang, China, in 206 BCE. Two

7 had been destroyed in Alexandria before 400 CE. More recently, Stephen Harper had the ones run by

Canada's Department of Fisheries and Oceans destroyed in 2014. What type of cultural institutions?
8 Mythological math! Furies + rivers in Hades = how many legs on Odin's horse, Sleipnir?
9

In August 2018, after 27 years in exile, Abune Merkorios returned to what African country, where he
resumed his position as the 4th Patriarch of the Orthodox Tewahedo Church?

10

Hungary is home to the largest number of people who can trace their ancestry to what 9th century
federation of ten tribes who came from the steppes east of the Carpathian Mountains?

11

The 12,000-year-old Luzia fossil, the oldest known human fossil found in what country, was among
thousands of museum objects destroyed by fire in early September 2018?

12

At the height of his empire, what man ruled virtually all of the Natal, before grief over his mother's
death caused his emotional collapse, which led to his 1828 assassination?

13

Which Canadian province claims the title "Birthplace of Confederation" (or "Berceau de la
Confédération") because of a meeting that occurred there in 1864?
Antisthenes and Diogenes of Sinope were progenitors of what philosophical lifestyle (a forerunner of

14 Stoicism) whose adherents disdained authority, performed "private" functions in public places, and

barked like dogs when the spirit moved them?
A founder of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, what philosopher's works include 'Stories of the
15 Baal Shem Tov' (1908), 'I and Thou' (1923), and the essays that comprise 1983's 'A Land of Two

Peoples' (published 18 years after his death)?
16

As specified in the Kitáb-i-Aqdas, the Universal House of Justice, situated on Mount Carmel, Haifa,
Israel, is the chief governing body of what faith?
T.E. Lawrence, Winston Churchill, and Gertrude Bell were among the attendees at the Cairo

17 Conference of 1921, which led to the selection of Emir Faysal ibn Husayn as the first king of what

nation? And it’s not Egypt!
18

What treaty, signed February 2, 1848, ended the Mexican-American War and set the US-Mexico
border at the Rio Grande (which the US demanded) rather than the Rio Nueces (as Mexico preferred)?

19

According to legend, Queen Dido founded what ancient Phoenician city (in what is today Tunisia) that
the Romans destroyed in 146 BC?

20

In 1951, what woman became the unwitting source of HeLa cells, the first human cells to grow
successfully in a laboratory?

21

The first time Canadian troops were sent overseas to fight was in what British-led war that began in
1899 and ended with the signing of the Treaty of Vereeniging in 1902?
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22

Inspired by the French Order of the Holy Ghost and the English Order of the Garter, who instituted the
Imperial Order of St. Andrew First Called in November 1698?

23

Bangor, Maine; Bemidji, Minnesota; and Portland, Oregon, are among the US cities with landmark
statues of what legendary lumberjack?

24

According to Psalm 137, in what vicinity did we sit down and weep when we remembered Zion?
We're looking for a five-word answer!

25

What musical instrument shares its name (but, some argue, not its pronunciation) with the Greek
muse of epic poetry?

Established in modern form in the early 20th century (and suspended between 1940 and 1991) the
26 Riigikogu, Saeima, and Seimas, are the current-day parliaments of which three nations? [Name ALL
THREE countries please.]
27

Monuments dedicated to what man can be found in Saskatchewan, where he took refuge after the
Battle of Little Big Horn, and on the Standing Rock Sioux Reservation, where he died?

28

[Image] This woman co-founded the United Farm Workers union with César Chávez and helped
organize the 1965-1970 California grape strike. "Sí se puede" tell us her name.
[Image] In the 17th century, wine glasses would have been suspended from the scalloped edge of this

29 large bowl, which was then filled with ice water to chill them. Bearing a Scottish name--although its

roots are uncertain--what is this type of bowl called?
[Image] This is Kehinde Wiley. Along with Martha Greta Kempton, Elizabeth Shoumatoff, Samuel F.B.
30 Morse, George P.A. Healy (five times), and Gilbert Stuart (twice), he's among a handful of people who

have been commissioned to do what?
TIEBREAKERS

1

In the Ramayana, the monkey warrior, Hanuman, is supported in his quest by brave King Jambavan,
who is what sort of creature? Please give the Family or Species.

2

In the 6th century BCE, the assassin Gaius Mucius earned the cognomen Scaevola -- or "left-handed" -after performing what act to demonstrate his strength of will?

3

Utah has an official state work of "land art." It is 'Spiral Jetty', a basalt installation made in 1970 by
what American artist?

4 Jody Williams shared the 1997 Nobel Peace Prize with what organization she earlier helped found?

Austrian-born philosopher Karl Popper popularized what two-word phrase that he defined as "the
5 view that an explanation of a social phenomenon consists in the discovery of the men or groups who

are interested in the occurrence of this phenomenon"?
6

December 13 is the feast day of which virgin martyr saint from Siracusa, often depicted carrying her
eyes on a plate and venerated with candlelight processions in Sweden?

7

About 25,000 people, mainly in Hokkaido, claim ancestry from what ethnic community, long ignored
by Japanese history books and only recognized as an indigenous population of Japan since 2008?

8

‘The Dissolute Household’ and ‘The Merry Family’ are paintings by what 17th century Dutch genre
painter, whose name (in the Netherlands) is commonly associated with messy, chaotic home life?
What class of light infantry, known for their embroidered jackets, baggy trousers and fez caps,

9 originated in 1831 as a French army battalion made up of native Algerians? (Similar groups fought in

the U.S. Civil War and backed Pope Pius IX in the Risorgimento.)
An allegorical sketch depicts Mary, Queen of Scots as one of these--suggesting a woman of easy virtue.
10 Another of these, Syrenka Warszawska, has been a symbolic guardian of Warsaw since the 14 th

century. What type of folkloric being is this?
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Which Edmonton-born public intellectual and social theorist (1911-1980) coined the phrase "global
1
village"? (Surely, you know something of his work.)
2

Phebe Novakovic, formerly of the CIA and the U.S. Department of Defense, is the current CEO of which
defense contractor whose business units include Electric Boat, Gulfstream, and Bath Iron Works?
Section 43 of Canada's Criminal Code addresses what controversial yet lawful "corrective,"

3 "disciplinary" practice, which the US Supreme Court determined is not prohibited by that country’s

Eighth Amendment to its constitution?
4

A Seattle-based equity firm that invests in the legal cannabis industry takes its name from what term
that refers to an independently owned ship with a government commission to attack enemy vessels?

5

The Greensboro Four in 1960 and the Tougaloo Nine in 1961 engaged in what form of peaceful civil
rights protest endorsed by the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC)?

6

Charlie Chaplin did it for tragicomic effect on film. The Royal Navy’s Sir John Franklin did it in the 1820s
trying to survive an expedition charting Canada's north coast. What act of desperation is this?

7

KOMU-TV, an NBC and CNN affiliate, is a commercial TV station staffed largely by students of what
university's School of Journalism? (Founded in 1908, it's the oldest journalism school in the world.)
Making news in September 2018, FBI agents in Minneapolis recovered what iconic objects, 13 years

8 after they'd been stolen? (Their magic must be very powerful or the thieves wouldn't have wanted

them so badly.)
Canada's oldest working one of these is in Nova Scotia. Revenues from lottery ticket sales paid for the
9 one in Highlands, New Jersey (the oldest one in continuous use in the US). Michigan has more of these

than any other state. What type of structure is this?
10

In 2018, a prominent Tokyo academic institution admitted to manipulating test results in order to limit
the number of women pursuing careers in what field?

11

About one-sixth of Antarctica's land mass is a territory annexed by Norway in January 1939 and named
for which royal personage who'd died in London in November 1938?

12

19th century educator Friedrich Fröbel is credited with coining what word to describe a place
dedicated to the nourishment and nurturing of five-year-olds?
Legislators in which US state are talking about swapping its statues of William Jennings Bryan and J.

13 Sterling "Father of Arbor Day" Morton at the National Statuary Hall at the US Capitol for statues of

Ponca chief Standing Bear and Willa Cather?
14

What spooky name refers to the third Fridays of March, June, September, and December, when stock
index futures, stock index options, and stock options expire?

15

In what city can pedestrians follow Las Ramblas from Plaça Catalunya across a Joan Miró mosaic to the
Mirador de Colom?

16

Formed in the US in July 2016, advocacy group 314 Action is dedicated to supporting people with what
background (such as Jacky Rosen in Nevada and Phil Bredesen in Tennessee) to run for political office?

17

Although it's called Wai Tan in Chinese, Shanghai's waterfront financial district is better known by
what four-letter name, from an Anglo-Indian word for "embankment"?

18 What mode of transportation have you chosen if your journey involves a bogie exchange?
19

In the acronym, NAIRU, "I" and "U" stand for what two economic factors, whose inverse correlation is
also expressed in the Phillips Curve? [BOTH factors required]

20

Lucy, in Margate, NJ, is the world's second-largest building with what distinctive shape? (The Chang
Building in Bangkok is bigger but, unlike Lucy, it does not have a howdah-shaped observation deck.)
CITES applauded the recent passage of California Assembly Bill 96, Illinois Public Act 100-0857, HL Bill

21 119 in the British Parliament, and similar legislation in China (among others) to ban trade in objects

made from what natural substance?
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22

In 1965, DuPont chemist Stephanie Kwolek developed what now-trademarked aramid fiber best
known as the stronger-than-steel main component of police and military body armor?
What helpful assistant will tell you "I'm as old as the eastern wind and as young as a newborn

23 caterpillar"? (Actually, it began life as a Department of Defense project in 2003 and debuted in the

form you know in 2011.)
24

Its 115 islands have a combined land mass of just 451 sq km (less than 175 square miles), making what
archipelago the smallest independent nation by area in Africa?

25

What space exploration pioneer orbited the Earth 48 times as the pilot of the Vostok 6 mission,
launched June 16, 1963?

26 What five-letter word means "five" in Spanish?
27

In January 1856, Van Diemen's Land was renamed in honor of what trader/explorer, who'd named it
Van Diemen's Land in 1642?

28 [Image] Designed by Sir David Adjaye and opened publicly in September 2016, what building is this?

[Image] A journalist, suffragist, environmentalist and author of 'The Everglades: River of Grass,' this
29 woman lived most of her 108 years in Coconut Grove, Florida. A high school in Parkland bears her

name. Who is she?
30

[Image] From the 13th century to the present day, Bulgaria's coat of arms has featured one or more
lions in what heraldic attitude (as shown herein)?

TIEBREAKERS

In Greece, it's a letter of the alphabet. In China, it's the IATA designator code for China Eastern Airlines
1 and a unit of land measurement equivalent to 0.164 acres, 666.66 square meters and 1/100 qing.

What two-letter word is this?
The Rôles d’Oléron (also known as ‘Rolls of Oléron’ or ‘Rules of Oleron’), championed by Eleanor of
2 Aquitaine in the 12th century, is among the oldest formal documents related to what specific branch

of international law?
Pairs of these leogryph figures stand outside Buddhist temples and pagodas in Myanmar, they're
3 depicted on Burmese kyat notes, and one serves as the mascot of the International School Yangon.

What are these guardian creatures called?
4

What photojournalist from Ribe, Denmark, documented the appalling conditions of New York City's
slums in his 1890 work,'How the Other Half Lives'?

5

Fray Jacobo de Testera devised a pictographic writing system in the early 16 th century in Mexico for
doing what exactly?

6

The port of Piraeus and the islands of Salamis (Salamina), Aegina, Agistri, Poros, Hydra and Spetses are
located in and around what gulf?

7

Dresden, 1908: A woman uses a piece of her son's school notebook paper as a coffee filter, creating a
prototype for the cone-shaped paper filters made by what company that bears her name?
Describing the idea that financial investing for one's self-interest ultimately benefits all of society,

8 Adam Smith wrote "He intends only his own gain, and he is in this ... led by WHAT THING to promote

an end which was no part of his intention"?
9

Yandex, an Internet company, launched a pilot program for driverless taxis in Innopolis, a recently
chartered high-tech city in what country?

10

Umoja is a community founded in 1990 near the Samburu National Reserve in Kenya. What is unusual
about its population?
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1

Movie math! Chairs in a Mel Brooks film title - Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri = what movie
musical starring Daniel Day-Lewis?

2

References to Charles Lindbergh and cocaine were dropped from the original lyrics of what 1934
Cole Porter tune?

3

"Before I built a wall I’d ask to know/What I was walling in or walling out,/And to whom I was like to
give offense." Lines from 'Mending Wall', in the 1914 collection, 'North of Boston', by what US poet?

4

Residents of Oberammergau in Bavaria have staged what type of theatrical production every 10
years or so since the 1630s? (About 1,800 of them are expected to participate in 2020.)

5

"La Que Nos Une" is the trademarked slogan of what media company, whose recent original,
scripted TV programming includes 'El Chapo', and the upcoming 'Tijuana'?

6

To Radiohead and Stone Temple Pilots it was a noun. To TLC it was a verb. In 1992, 1993, and 1994
respectively, each of these acts released different singles with what one-word title in common?

7

A 1587 chapbook published in Frankfurt is thought to have inspired Marlowe, Goethe, Mann, and
even Berlioz and Gounod to create works about what individual?

8

In 1816, Lord Byron invited some friends to write scary stories. As a result, Mary Shelley wrote
'Frankenstein' and John Polidori came up with what would be the first published English-language
tale about what type of gothic supernatural being?

9

‘Boo'd Up' (which as at October 4 has spent 16 weeks at number one on the Billboard R&B/Hip-Hop
airplay chart) is the first single from the 2018 self-titled, debut LP by what artist?

10

The Mother is the only female singing role in what Christmas-themed opera by Gian Carlo Menotti,
which premiered on television in 1951?

11

‘Bikur Ha-Tizmoret' was the original title of the 2007 Israeli film adapted into what award-winning
stage musical?

12

Of all the dancers to come down the line, Damita Jo Freeman is the one most closely associated with
what syndicated US TV show that ended its 35-year run in 2006?

13

Making his first comic book appearance in Pep Comics #22, in 1941, Forsythe Pendleton Jones III is
better known by what nickname?

What wholesome name is applied to the 16th century keyboard instrument favored by Elizabeth I
14 and depicted in three Vermeer paintings? Similar to a harpsichord, depressing its keys causes
plectra to pluck strings that run parallel to the keyboard.
15

Akinori Nakagawa made his stage debut as the title character in the musical 'Mozart!'. Now he's
starring as what real-life performer in the Japanese production of 'Jersey Boys'?
The covers of Carlos Chávez's 'A Program of Mexican Music' (1949), self-titled albums from Count

16 Basie (1955) and Aretha Franklin (1986), and multiple releases from the Rolling Stones and John Cale

have what in common?
17

"The fault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars, But in ourselves, that we are underlings." What character
speaks this line in Act I, Scene 2, of Shakespeare's 'Julius Caesar'?

18 ‘The Fault in Our Stars' is a 2012 young adult (YA) book by what American author?
19

Tony- and Oscar-winner Shirley Booth scored her two Emmy Awards for portraying what character,
based on a Ted Key comic strip?

20 According to the poem by John McCrae, what grows (and blows) in Flanders fields?
21

Garment factory workers in Iowa striking for a 7 1/2-cent raise ("give it to me ev'ry hour / 40 hours
ev'ry week") is the basis for what 1954 Tony-winning musical?
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22 Dancing, singing OR playing the trumpet: which is most likely to involve port de bras?
23

Taking its name from a symbol of "youth, energy and strength," what group, led by Guy Laliberté,
gave its first performance under its current name in Quebec in 1984?

24

What actor-martial artist with a degree in chemical engineering had a role as a boxer in the 2017
music video for 'Believer' by Imagine Dragons?

25

Emmy-nominated for the HBO special '...Nice Lady', what comedian caused a ruckus by calling out
Sarah Sanders' smoky eye at the 2018 White House Correspondents' Dinner?

26

Time magazine says Fall 2018's "must-read novel" is 'Transcription' by what author, whose other
works include 'Behind the Scenes at the Museum' and the Jackson Brodie detective novels?

27

You probably know it merely as the music from 'A Charlie Brown Christmas', but it's actually titled
'Linus and Lucy' and it was composed by what Bay Area jazz musician?

28

[Image] Name this octogenarian polarizing Twitter figure and National Book Award winner whose
works include the 1987 essay collection 'On Boxing'.

29

[Image] Don't wait 'til ''Round Midnight' to identify this man (middle name: Sphere) shown here at a
London performance in 1970.

30

[Image] This is Lunella Lafayette, better known in the Marvel Comics universe as what genius
superhero?

TIEBREAKERS

1

"The rest I leave to silence; for an ox stands huge upon my tongue," says the Watchman at the start
of one translation of 'Agamemnon', the first play in the Oresteia by what ancient playwright?

2

Isaach De Bankolé in Paris, Matti Pellonpää in Helsinki, Roberto Begnini in Rome, Armin MuellerStahl in New York, and Winona Ryder in Los Angeles play characters with what occupation in the
1991 Jim Jarmusch film 'Night on Earth'?

3

Lead roles in a 1954 ballet by Aram Khachaturian (playing in 2018 at the Bolshoi and in 2019 at the
Bayerische Staatsoper) are Crassus, a Roman general; Aegina, his concubine; and Phrygia, the lover
of what title character?

4

What Czech city hosts the oldest film festival in a former "Iron Curtain" country? (Its first
installment, in 1946, predated the first Cannes film festival by a couple of weeks.)

5

Opening soon at the Helen Hayes Theatre, 'Torch Song' is a shortened version of 'Torch Song
Trilogy', by what playwright-actor?

6

A rare instance of a TV drama spawning a radio adaptation: Richard Boone (on TV) and John Dehner
(on radio) played the role of Paladin, a gentleman/mercenary gunfighter, in what US western series
of the late 1950s?

7

In some competitions named for Anton Rubinstein, and competitions named for Gina Bachauer, and
Van Cliburn, musicians perform on what musical instrument?

8

The first woman to win the Nobel Prize in Literature was what Swedish author of 'Gösta Berling´s
Saga'? She reputedly used the prize money to buy back her family home, which had been sold in
foreclosure.

9

The Dadasaheb Phalke award is given for lifetime contribution to the cinema of what country?

10

Merry Clayton, Lisa Fischer, Táta Vega, and Judith Hill are among those featured in what Oscar- and
Grammy-winning documentary film?
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1

In the film chronicle of Joan Crawford's life 'Mommie Dearest', she says "This ain't my first time at the
rodeo!" to executives of what corporation, on whose real-life board she served?

2

Ailurophobes have an irrational fear of them. Ailurophiles love to cuddle them. What furry critters
are these?

3

Which grain is used in the making of both pumpernickel bread and the drink kvass?

4

Migraine, ankle sprain, OR stomach pain: for which one of these would R.I.C.E. be an effective
treatment?

5

What "1 1/2-calorie breath mint" made by Ferraro SpA is available in cardamom-infused Elaichi Mint
flavor in stores in India?

6

You can @ this if you like: What's the name of the Bloomberg news channel that's been livestreaming on Twitter since December 2017?

7

In 2018, Jennifer Lawrence became the "face" of what Dior fragrance, which shares a name with the
title of one of her films?

8

Residents of the Okefenokee Swamp subtly skewered Nikita Khrushchev, Joseph McCarthy, and the
John Birch Society in what classic comic strip by Walt Kelly?

9

HeForShe is a gender equality initiative launched in 2014 by what global entity?

10 In the human body, white adipose tissue stores energy in what form?

In an 1832 performance of 'La Sylphide', Marie Taglioni became the first dancer to wear a garment
11 with what name, designed by Eugène Lami, onstage? (Thirty years later, Emma Livry died from burns

she incurred when hers caught fire.)
12

Although it's had several names since its founding in 1904, Russia's main news agency is best known
by what four-letter acronym, which it adopted in 1925 and revived in 2014?

13

Lucy Lawless was among a group of activists from what global organization who traveled aboard the
MV Arctic Sunrise to protest Statoil's drilling in Arctic waters?

14

What Sidney, Nebraska-based cataloger and retailer--the World's foremost outfitter of hunting,
fishing and outdoor gear--was recently acquired by Bass Pro Shops?

15

What's the common name for the oil of Melaleuca alternifolia, touted for its antibacterial properties
and used in topical treatments for acne and athlete's foot?

16

Mendoza, San Juan, La Rioja, and Salta are the main wine-growing regions in what country that ranks
sixth on the list of wine-producing countries (by volume)?

17 Leather, marble, OR clay: which would you need to make raku?
18

What island is Michelin-star chef José Andrés referring to in the title of his 2018 book, 'We Fed an
Island'?

19

A digest-sized magazine specializing in crime and mystery fiction bears the name of what fictitious
author and detective created by Frederic Dannay and Manfred B. Lee?

20

Versa, Ionic, Charge 3, and Ace for kids are models of what brand of popular electronic device?
(Using one might get you a discount on John Hancock life insurance.)

21

What Mississippi-born Iron Chef has signature restaurants in Disney World and Resorts World
Sentosa, and at airports in Atlanta, Detroit, Houston, Salt Lake City, and San Francisco?
One Step Away in Philadelphia, Real Change in Seattle, L’Itinéraire in Montreal, Surprise in Basel,

22 Megaphone in Vancouver, and The Big Issue in cities throughout the UK are examples of what type of

publication?
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23

At 10207 Lakewood Boulevard in Downey, California, you'll find the oldest continuously operating
location of what business, which opened at that address in 1953?

24 Tarana Burke is most closely associated with what two-word hashtag?
25 Turbinado, piloncillo, demerara, and (fittingly) jaggery are types of what common comestible?
26

White Crane Spreads Its Wings and Parting the Wild Horse's Mane are moves in what Chinese martial
art discipline now popular as a low-impact, all ages exercise regimen?

27

Car-top cargo carriers and bike racks are core products of what Swedish company, named for its
founder--not for the city in Greenland now called Qaanaaq?

28

[Image] From the Arabic for "look" or "gaze," what is the most widely used, five-letter name for this
protective amulet?

29

[Image] In summer 2018, this woman's nearly 20 million Instagram followers checked in to see her
HBOTD (headband of the day) and to hear her husband sing about it. What is her name?

30

[Image] Operant conditioning chambers (or "boxes"), like this one, were devised by what American
behavioral psychologist, who had a well-documented affinity for pigeons?

TIEBREAKERS

1

For the 2006 NATO Summit in Riga, Latvian women knitted what ethnographically significant articles
of clothing as gifts for 4,500 attendees?
She might be called the "Julia Child of Cuba," but what chef and author of 'Cocina Criolla' started

2 hosting her long-running TV show 'Cocina al minuto' in 1948 (a year before Julia enrolled in cooking

school)?
3

What Ukrainian-born mystic "Madame" co-founded the Theosophical Society with Colonel H.S. Olcott
in November 1875?

4

What horse owned by Wilhelm von Osten gave his name to the concept in psychological research that
a subject may be influenced by subtle and unintentional cues from a questioner?

5

Now the artistic director of Louis Vuitton menswear, what fashion designer's recent side hustles
include designing bottles for Moët & Chandon and tennis attire for Serena Williams?

6

What weekly medical journal that shares its name with a pointy-topped Gothic-style window,
published its first issue October 5, 1823?

7

In Yiddish, it can be a big to-do. In traditional Ashkenazic Jewish cooking, it's the name of a sweet stew
of prunes and carrots (and sometimes brisket) that takes a long time to prepare. What is this word?

8

Based on its widespread popularity in China, what highly potent Chinese "white liquor," usually
distilled from sorghum, might be the most consumed spirit on earth?

9

Dries Van Noten and Ann Demeulemeester are the best-known members of a sextet of fashion
designers associated with what European city?
Concocted by Maine-born homeopathic physician Augustin Thompson in the 1880s, what beverage

10 (possibly the first branded carbonated drink made in the US) was so popular that its name became a

synonym for "vim, vigor, stamina, and just plain guts"?
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1

In 1998, graduate student Colin Holmes gave the world Colin 27 (or "Average Colin"), now the
standard "atlas" of what organ in the human body?
In 1967, grad student Jocelyn Bell detected what fast-spinning, gamma-ray-emitting, super-dense

2 neutron stars? (Her Cambridge University supervisor, Antony Hewish took credit -- and the Nobel Prize

in Physics -- for her discovery.)
More grad student love: no doubt PhD candidates are assisting geneticist Frank Grutzner at the
3 University of Adelaide to determine whether the venom of what monotreme can be used to treat

Type 2 diabetes?
Bacteria discovered in 1885 by USDA research assistant Theobald Smith (and named for his veterinary
4 pathologist boss), is responsible for what foodborne illness contracted from eating undercooked

meat, raw eggs, or unwashed fruits and vegetables?
5

What four-letter portmanteau name is given to the cloud of steam, hydrochloric acid, and fine
particles of volcanic glass that forms when lava interacts with sea water?

6

A thin cartilage in a joint. A concave-convex optical lens. A phenomenon caused by surface tension of
liquid in a test tube. What name do they share?

7

In the absence of oxygen, an enzyme breaks down sugar to produce ethanol and carbon dioxide. This
happy process is called what?

8

Multiple choice: Meters in a nautical mile? Terabytes in a petabyte? A Sophie Germain prime? For
which of these would 1,024 be the correct answer?

9 Each hollow cell in a honeycomb has the shape of which polygon?
10

Sandwiched between the panes of double-glazed windows or floating free in the atmosphere, which
noble gas takes its name from the Greek for "lazy" because of its non-reactive nature?

11 Alpha cells in the pancreas secrete what catabolic hormone that raises blood sugar levels?

Qualcomm's system on a chip (SoC) mobile processors, each with transistors 1,000 times smaller than
12 a human hair, share what ferocious-sounding name with stalky tender perennials of the genus

Antirrhinum, which can grow to be 4 feet tall?
13

Millions of people worldwide--notably pregnant women--practice geophagy, intentionally eating
what?

14

AL 288-1, better known as Lucy, is an example of what hominid genus with a southern-sounding
name?

15

Nitrox (c. 32% oxygen/68% nitrogen), Trimix (oxygen/nitrogen/helium), and Heliox (oxygen/helium)
are used primarily by people engaged in what particular activity? A one word answer won't do.

16

More multiple choice: Flight navigation, cabin pressurization, OR baggage handling: which part of the
air travel experience is most likely to involve computed tomography?

17

24 miles per hour is the estimated air speed velocity of an unladen Hirundo rustica, the European type
of what bird?

18

Culled from wine barrel residue and crushed grape skins, chemists call it potassium bitartrate. To
bakers, it's the stuff that makes beaten egg whites stand up, and they call it what?

19

Punchbowl (like Wailua), Plunge (like Hannoki), and Horsetail (like Reichenbach) are general
classifications for what type of geographic feature?

20

Aedes aegypti and Anopheles darlingi are species of what disease-carrying creature in the family
Culicidae? They are responsible for an estimated ¾ million human deaths worldwide each year.

21

In his book 'Beat the Dealer', then University of California, Irvine, Professor Edward O. Thorp
mathematically demonstrated the viability of what casino strategy?
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22

First described by Marcello Malpighi in the 17th century, what name is given to the tiny air sacs at the
ends of the bronchioles where exchange of carbon dioxide and oxygen occurs?

23 Copra is the basic component in the production of what type of edible oil, also called Copra oil?
24

Shall we be Frenkel? Or would you prefer Wannier-Mott? Either way, we are bound pairs of electrons
and electron holes that physicists know by what name?

25

In science, the suffix -ase -- as in telomerase or maltase -- indicates a substance is what sort of
biochemical catalyst?

26

The Republic of Guinea holds the world's largest reserves of what ore from which aluminum is
derived?

27

Where are you most likely to find a gharial: Floating in a river; Nesting in a tree; OR Clinging to a
vertical rock face?

28

[Image] New for 2018, U+1F9EB (shown here in its Emojipedia form, some other versions differ)
depicts a piece of laboratory equipment named for what German microbiologist?

29

[Image] Name this succulent flowering perennial, often found in a pot on the kitchen windowsill for
use in emergencies.

30

[Image] This is Evangelista Torricelli, who invented what meteorological device that measures
atmospheric pressure?

TIEBREAKERS

It would be cruel to ask you to spell Chicxulub, so instead we'll ask you to name the vast volcanic area
1 in India whose massive eruptions some 66 million years ago likely contributed to the Cretaceous–

Paleogene (K–Pg) extinction event (aka, the death of the dinosaurs).
2

What color is tanzanite, a transparent gemstone variety of zoisite that comes from the Merelani hills
of northern Tanzania?

3

Iconoclastic scientist Willard Bascom and Vice Admiral Sir Henry Percy Douglas, Hydrographer of the
Royal Navy, each devised methods to measure what natural phenomenon?

4

What type of trees did 17th century English settlers in Virginia cultivate in their unsuccessful attempt
to start a silk production industry in the New World?

5

What trademarked name did Surrey NanoSystems give to its coating touted as the world's darkest
manmade substance? Made from millions of carbon nanotubes, it absorbs 99.965% of light.
The scientific law describing the expanding universe is named for Edwin Hubble, but the International

6 Astronomical Union (IAU) will soon give equal credit to what Belgian astronomer-priest who

published it--in French--two years before Hubble?
7

Emsket, Shaela, Musket, Mioget, and Moorit are five of the 11 main natural color classifications for the
coats of what domesticated animal?

8

Launched by NASA in April 2018, TESS is on a two-year mission looking for what? (NOTE: Your answer
must correlate to the acronym TESS.)

9

What river, that rises in the Blue Ridge Mountains and flows into South Carolina, gave its name to a
Vitis labrusca hybrid that was once the most widely planted wine and juice grape in the United States?

10

If you thought there wasn't a name for this, you'd be wrong: "Petrichor," from the Greek for "stone"
and "a divine, blood-like fluid," is the name for what distinctive, pleasant smell?
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1 Susan Butcher was a four-time winner of what multi-day, nearly 1,000-mile race?
2

It's Team Europe versus Team (rest of the) World in a newly minted men's tennis tournament, started
in 2017 and named for whom?

3

The Isotopes of the Pacific Coast League play their games at Isotopes Park in what U.S. city? (Hint: It's
not Springfield.)
On October 25, 1964, Minnesota Vikings defensive end Jim Marshall recovered a fumble and ran 66

4 yards to the end zone. He thought he scored 6 points for his team. In reality, he scored how many

points for his opponents?
5

Five-time winners Messi and Ronaldo didn't attend the awards ceremony when what Croatian
midfielder was named FIFA's Player of the Year for 2018?

6

"Outside leg trip", "frontal force-out", and "slap down" are three translations of the more than 80
'kimarite' a competitor can employ to win what particular type of contest?

7

Pantone 342, a brilliant rye green, is the shade of a particular article of clothing awarded to winners of
what PGA event?

8

Joe West in MLB, Walt Coleman III in the NFL, Kevin Parry in the Welsh Premier League, and Mike
Chioda in WWE all share what specific distinction? [NOTE: Your answer must be specific.]
Sports math! Players on court at any one time for a netball team x Real Madrid world championships

9 prior to their latest win in 2017 = what number (now retired) worn by Tony Esposito for the Chicago

Blackhawks?
10

The four most recent marathon world records, including this year's record-breaking time of 2:01:39, all
were set at the Berlin Marathon by runners from what country?

11

Epee, foil OR sabre: Which fencing discipline is the only one to be contested at every Olympics since
1896 and the last of the three to be an Olympic event for women?

12

A forward at William & Mary and former coach at University of Illinois, what woman is currently the
head coach of the U.S. Women's National Soccer Team?

13

After 20 attempts, Dale Earnhardt Sr.'s first and only victory at what race came in 1998? (In 2001, he
died from injuries suffered during a collision there.)

14

The only No. 8 seed to win the NCAA Men's Basketball championship was what university, which beat
its Big East rival Georgetown in the 1985 final?

The Copa de Competencia Chevallier Boutell, the Copa Dr. Ricardo C. Aldao (aka Campeonato
Rioplatense), the Copa de Honor Cousenier, and the Copa de Caridad Lipton, are or were historic
15
soccer (aka fútbol) contests involving club or national teams from which two nations? [NOTE: BOTH
answers required for credit.]
16

You're motoring along and...Crevé! You'll have to remedy that with Roue de Secours or Increvable
before you can continue in what family card game, introduced by Edmond Dujardin in 1954?

17

More French (Pourquoi pas?): What term, from the French for "small ball," refers to a densely packed
group of riders in a cycling race?
After winning five straight Grey Cup titles with the Edmonton Eskimos, what quarterback went on to

18 play 17 years in the NFL and became the first (and to date only) player enshrined in both the Canadian

and Pro Football Halls of Fame?
19

More football (Pourquois pas?): Which former Montreal Alouettes QB is the all-time pro football
career passing yards leader with 79,816? (circa 8,000 more than Peyton Manning or drew Brees)

20

Despite a painful ankle injury, which US gymnast famously stuck the landing on a second vault thereby
helping her team to an all-around gold medal at the 1996 Olympics?
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21

In 1978, at age 18, Steve Cauthen became the youngest person to accomplish what sports
achievement? (In 2018, at age 52, Mike Smith became the oldest.)

22

Of India's 28 Olympic medals, 11 of them--including 8 gold medals--have been won by men in what
team sport?

23

After playing college basketball, which current NBA outfit general manager spent three seasons
playing baseball for the Toronto Blue Jays before making basketball his firm career choice?

24

Suspended for visiting an illegal casino, Kento Momota missed the 2016 Rio Olympics, but today he's
the first Japanese man to be the top-ranked singles player in what racket sport?
Twerk, ew, and qapik made it into the newly revised Scrabble dictionary for North America, but all-

25 time career leader Hank Aaron might be disappointed to hear that what abbreviation-turned-word

didn't make the cut?
26

Boxing fans were stunned when James "Buster" Douglas KO'd Mike Tyson in 1990. Two other fighters
also have defeated Tyson by a knockout (not a TKO): one in 2002 and one in 2004. Name EITHER.

27

A three-game series in bridge or whist. Descriptor for a deciding match in tennis or lawn bowling.
What Hélio Castroneves was known to burn. What word fits all three definitions?

28

[Image] This diagram shows the specs (6' high x 6' wide x 7' deep) of a regulation goal for what NCAA
sport?

29

[Image] What four-letter name (it gained cultural relevance in Huxley's 'Brave New World,') did Danish
polymath Piet Hein give to the puzzle (shown) in which seven pieces are combined to form a cube?

30 [Image] Who is the woman with Serena Williams in this photo?
TIEBREAKERS

1

This year marks the 50th anniversary of the Middle Sea Race (since 2002, the Rolex Middle Sea Race),
a yachting event that begins and ends in what Mediterranean island nation?

2

The "Garlic Girls" from Uiseong signed a deal to appear in ads for LG cordless vacuum cleaners after
winning silver at the Pyeongchang Olympics in what sport?

3

Name any ONE of the three, particular games to be contested at the 2018 International eSports
Federation (IeSF) World Championships in Kaohsiung, Taiwan, in November?

4

Co Rentmeester will be the 2018 recipient of the Lucie Award for lifetime achievement in what
endeavor? (Previous recipients include, John Iacono, Barton Silverman, Neil Leifer, and Walter Iooss.)
Born in Ukraine with multiple birth defects (probably related to radiation from Chernobyl), Oksana

5 Masters had both legs amputated before age 14. She's competed for the United States at the

Paralympics in four sports--two in summer and two in winter. Name any ONE of those sports.
6

"You are an artist competing with other artists to create the most beautiful stained glass window" in
what game of "dice drafting and window crafting"?

7

Since 2000, when it became an Olympic event for women, US women have medaled five times-including gold in London and Rio--in what team sport that is governed internationally by FINA?

8

In November 2017, the Mustangs of Western University defeated the Laval Rouge et Or to win what
trophy, awarded to Canadian university football champions since 1965?

9

Akita Northern Happinets, Ehime Orange Vikings, Bambitious Nara, and Earthfriends Tokyo Z all
compete in Japan's B2 league, playing what sport?
Fighting the flu on a rainy night in Milwaukee, May 26, 1959, what Pittsburgh Pirates pitcher set an

10 MLB record with 12 consecutive perfect innings pitched (from the start of a game)--yet lost the game

in the bottom of the 13th?
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▼Q28 Art, Culture, History Q28 ▼

▼Q29 Art, Culture, History Q29 ▼

▼Q30 Art, Culture, History Q30▼

▼Q28 Civilization Q28 ▼

▼Q29 Civilization Q29 ▼

▼Q30 Civilization Q30 ▼

▼Q28 Entertainment Q28 ▼

▼Q29 Entertainment Q29 ▼

▼Q30 Entertainment Q30 ▼
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▼Q28 Lifestyle Q28 ▼

▼Q29 Lifestyle Q29 ▼

▼Q30 Lifestyle Q30 ▼

▼Q28 Physical World Q28 ▼

▼Q29 Physical World Q29 ▼

▼Q28 Sport & Games Q28 ▼

▼Q29 Sport & Games Q29 ▼
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Answers
Notes:
1. You only need to have provided the part of the answer that is in CAPITALS to be marked correct.
2. This is not a spelling test. Phonetically correct answers are fine.
3. ‘DNA’ next to an answer means ‘do not accept’.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
TB1
TB2
TB3
TB4
TB5
TB6
TB7
TB8
TB9
TB10

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Art, Culture, History
HAMILTON
WALTON (Alice Walton, her father Sam founded Walmart)
BOUNTY Mutiny/Mutiny on the BOUNTY [must have (HMS) "Bounty"]
Republic of SURINAME
William McKINLEY
BRONZE
LIBRARIES / Acc. LIBRARY
8 / EIGHT (i.e. 3 + 5)
Federal Democratic Republic of ETHIOPIA
MAGYARS / MAGYAROK ("Hungarian" probably derives from "Ten Tribes" in Oghur-Turkic)
Federative Republic of BRAZIL
SHAKA Zulu
PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
CYNICISM / Acc. CYNICS (from kynikos, meaning 'dog-like')
Martin BUBER
BAHA'I
Republic of IRAQ
Treaty of GUADALUPE HIDALGO
CARTHAGE / CARTHAGO / QART-ḤADAŠT / KART HADAŠT
Henrietta LACKS
SOUTH AFRICAN WAR / ANGLO-BOER War / Second BOER WAR / DNA "First Boer War" (1880–1881)
PETER I / PETER THE GREAT
Paul BUNYAN
BY THE RIVERS/WATERS OF BABYLON
CALLIOPE
ESTONIA, LATVIA, LITHUANIA
SITTING BULL / TATANKA IYOTAKE
Dolores HUERTA / (born) Dolores FERNÁNDEZ
MONTEITH
Paint an OFFICIAL PRESIDENTIAL PORTRAIT
Asiatic, Labiated, or Sloth BEAR / URSIDAE / MELURSUS URSINUS
He BURNED OFF HIS RIGHT HAND in a fire (must have "burned" and "right hand")
Robert SMITHSON
INTERNATIONAL CAMPAIGN TO BAN LANDMINES / ICBL
CONSPIRACY THEORY
LUCIA / LUCY
AINU
Jan STEEN
ZOUAVE(S)
MERMAID / MEREWIF
Civilisation
Marshall McLUHAN (parenthetical remark refers to a famous scene in 'Annie Hall')
GENERAL DYNAMICS
CORPORAL PUNISHMENT (Accept SPANKING as the Canadian law is unofficially known as the Spanking
Law)
PRIVATEER
SIT-INs
EATING HIS BOOTS / SHOES / EAT LEATHER
University of MISSOURI
Judy Garland's / Dorothy's RUBY SLIPPERS
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9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

LIGHTHOUSE
MEDICINE (Acc. obvious synonyms)
Queen MAUD / Dronning Maud / Maud of Norway / Maud of Wales
KINDERGARTEN
NEBRASKA
TRIPLE WITCHING (Day/Hour)
BARCELONA
SCIENTISTS/STEM
The BUND
RAIL / TRAIN (occurs when rail gauge changes, train wheels are swapped out for one matching the new rail
gauge)
INFLATION / UNEMPLOYMENT
ELEPHANT

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
TB1
TB2
TB3
TB4

Elephant IVORY / RHINOCEROUS HORN
KEVLAR
SIRI
Republic of SEYCHELLES
Valentina TERESHKOVA (accept either surname of her two husbands, Nikolayev or Shaposhnikov)
CINCO
Abel TASMAN
NATIONAL MUSEUM OF AFRICAN AMERICAN HISTORY AND CULTURE
Marjory STONEMAN DOUGLAS / acc. Marjorie STONEMAN (birth name)
RAMPANT
MU
MARITIME Law / ADMIRALTY Law
CHINTHE /CHINTHES (origin of the name 'Chindits' in WW2)
Jacob RIIS [pronounced Reese]
CONVERTING INDIGENOUS PEOPLE TO CHRISTIANITY [accept "explaining the Bible" / "teaching Christian

TB5
TB6
TB7
TB8
TB9
TB10

prayers/dogma" to locals]

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

SARONIC GULF / ARGOSARONIC GULF
MELITTA
INVISIBLE HAND
RUSSIA / RUSSIAN FEDERATION
It is ALL FEMALE (founded for victims of rape/abuse)
Entertainment
NINE
I GET A KICK OUT OF YOU
Robert FROST
PASSION PLAY / Acc. EASTER PAGEANT
UNIVISION
CREEP
FAUST / Doctor FAUSTUS
VAMPIRE
Ella MAI
AMAHL AND THE NIGHT VISITORS
The BAND'S VISIT
SOUL TRAIN
JUGHEAD
Pair of VIRGINAL(S)
Frankie VALLI / Francesco CASTELLUCCIO
Cover art by Andy WARHOL
CASSIUS
John GREEN
HAZEL
POPPIES
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21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

The PAJAMA GAME
DANCING
CIRQUE DU SOLEIL
Hans "Dolph" LUNDGREN
Michelle WOLF (DNA US actress, Michelle Wolff)
Kate ATKINSON
Vince GUARALDI
Joyce Carol OATES
Thelonious MONK
MOON GIRL

TB1
TB2
TB3
TB4
TB5
TB6
TB7
TB8
TB9
TB10

AESCHYLUS
TAXI / CAB DRIVER
SPARTACUS
KARLOVY VARY / KARLSBAD
Harvey FIERSTEIN
HAVE GUN - WILL TRAVEL
PIANO / PIANOFORTE
Selma LAGERLÖF
Republic of INDIA / BHARAT Ganarajya
20 FEET FROM STARDOM

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Lifestyle
PEPSI / PEPSI-COLA
CATS / FELINES / FELIDS
RYE / SECALE CEREALE
Ankle SPRAIN(S) ["RICE" stands for Rest, Ice, Compression and Elevation - aka how you treat a sprain]
TIC TAC
TICTOC
JOY
POGO
UN / UN WOMEN (in full: United Nations Entity for Gender Equality and the Empowerment of Women)
FAT / TRIGLYCERIDES
TUTU
TASS
GREENPEACE
CABELA'S
TEA TREE OIL
ARGENTINA (not Spain, while it has a region called La Rioja, it is the world's third biggest producer by volume, after Italy

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
TB1
TB2
TB3

and France)

CLAY
PUERTO RICO
Ellery QUEEN
FITBIT
Cat CORA
STREET NEWSPAPERS / SOLD BY HOMELESS PEOPLE
McDONALD'S
#METOO
Brown SUGAR
TAI CHI chuan / TAIJIQUAN
THULE
NAZAR boncuk
Chrissy (or Christine) TEIGEN [husband is John Legend]
Burrhus Frederic "B.F." SKINNER
MITTENS
Nitza VILLAPOL
Madame Helena Petrovna "H.P." BLAVATSKY / HAHN
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TB4
TB5
TB6
TB7
TB8
TB9
TB10

CLEVER HANS
Virgil ABLOH
THE LANCET
TZIMMES / TSIMMES [pronounced SIM-iss]
BAIJIU
ANTWERP
MOXIE

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
TB1
TB2
TB3
TB4
TB5
TB6
TB7

Physical World
BRAIN
PULSARS
Duck-billed PLATYPUS / ORNITHORHYNCHUS ANATINUS
SALMONELLA / SALMONELLOSIS (boss's name was Daniel Salmon )
LAZE (a portmanteau of Lava Haze)
MENISCUS
FERMENTATION
TERABYTES IN A PETABYTE
HEXAGON
ARGON
GLUCAGON
SNAPDRAGON
DIRT/SOIL/EARTH
AUSTRALOPITHECUS afarensis
SCUBA DIVING
BAGGAGE HANDLING
SWALLOW (get that right and you may cross the 'Bridge of Death' in your search for the Holy Grail!)
CREAM OF TARTAR
WATERFALL / FALLS / CATARACT / CASCADE
MOSQUITO
CARD-COUNTING (Thorp left his post at UOC in 1982)
ALVEOLUS / ALVEOLI (plural) / PULMONARY ALVEOLI
COCONUT Oil
EXCITONS
ENZYME
BAUXITE
FLOATING IN A RIVER
Richard Julius PETRI
ALOE / ALOE VERA (some folk keep aloe plants in their kitchen because it can be used to soothe burns)
BAROMETER
DECCAN TRAPS
BLUE/VIOLET/BLUE-VIOLET / PURPLE
Ocean WAVES
MULBERRY
VANTABLACK
Georges LEMAÎTRE
Shetland SHEEP
EXOPLANET(S) / DNA "Planet(s)" (TESS = Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite. Question required answer correlating to

TB8
TB9

the acronym!)

TB10

and "rain"]

1
2
3
4
5

Sport & Games
IDITAROD
Rod LAVER
ALBUQUERQUE, New Mexico
TWO / 2 (He'd scored a safety, carrying the ball into his own end zone, having ran the wrong way)
Luka MODRIC

CATAWBA
The smell of the AIR BEFORE A RAIN SHOWER [Be generous, but the answer should include the words "before"
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6
7

SUMO Wrestling (Sotogake, Yorikiri, and Hatakikomi)
(PGA) MASTERS Tournament
LONGEST TENURED ACTIVE REFEREE/OFFICIAL/UMPIRE (need longest "serving/tenured" and "active", or

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

appropriate synonyms)

TB1
TB2
TB3
TB4
TB5
TB6
TB7
TB8
TB9
TB10

MALTA
CURLING ("Team Kim" as they're also known, hail from Uiseong, noted for growing garlic)
COUNTER STRIKE: GLOBAL OFFENSIVE (accept "CS:GO") / LEAGUE OF LEGENDS / TEKKEN 7
SPORTS PHOTOGRAPHY
ROWING (Mixed skulls) / Road CYCLING / NORDIC or CROSS-COUNTRY SKIING / Sitting BIATHLON
SAGRADA
WATER POLO
VANIER CUP
BASKETBALL
Harvey HADDIX

35
KENYA
SABRE (Women's foil since 1924, epee 1996, sabre 2004)
Jillian "Jill" ELLIS
DAYTONA 500
VILLANOVA
ARGENTINA and URUGUAY
MILLE BORNES / 1000 KILOMETERS / MILLE MIGLIA / THOUSAND TERMINALS
PELOTON
Warren MOON (Canadian Football 2001, 'PRO' in 2006)
Anthony CALVILLO
Kerri STRUG
JOCKEY to WIN the US Horseracing TRIPLE CROWN
Field HOCKEY
Danny AINGE (Boston Celtics)
BADMINTON
RBI (pronounced as "rib-ee")
Lennox LEWIS / Danny WILLIAMS
RUBBER
LACROSSE
SOMA
Naomi OSAKA

We hope you enjoyed the quiz and look forward to welcoming you to one in
the future :D.
If you’d like to get some more practice in, head to our store, where you will
find hundreds of question sets: www.quizzingstore.com
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